
VSH Media Launches Subscription Model for
Virtual Staging For Real Estate Listings

Virtual Staging is ideal for any real listing that is

vacant or unfurnished.

Virtual Staging is ideal for any room of the house or

property including the patio, yard, balconies, and

more!

VSH (Virtual Staging House) Media, a

Chicago-based company focusing on

worldwide virtual staging and technology.

UNITED STATES, November 22, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- VSH (Virtual

Staging House) Media, a Chicago-based

company focusing on virtual staging

and technology, is helping real estate

agents save thousands of dollars with

their recently added subscription

packages. 

With a subscription, real estate agents

can receive these virtual staging

services from VSH Media for as little as

$18 per month. The company also

offers same-day delivery for a slightly

higher price of $24 per image. VSH

Media has been featured on CNN and

Inman News due to their revolutionary

subscription services. 

Furnished listings always sell more

quickly than unfurnished listings, which

is why many real estate agents turn to

staging companies. Traditional real

estate staging can be expensive and

time-consuming, but working with

virtual staging companies, such as VSH

Media, can take the stress out of real

estate staging for an affordable price.

“I have been a real estate broker in

Chicago for over fifteen years, so I

know very well about the need to

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.vshmedia.com
https://www.vshmedia.com
https://www.vshmedia.com
https://www.vshmedia.com


Virtual Twilight is an inexpensive digital tool that VSH

offers for $2. This will help drive buyers to real estate

listings.

furnish a listing without breaking the

bank. By turning to virtual staging, real

estate agents can save thousands of

dollars so they can have more money

to put into advertising and other costly

necessities,” stated Marc Avila, Realtor

& founder of VSH Media. “Our

company works hard to provide

professional virtual staging that is

convenient and affordable.” 

Over the past eight years, VSH Media

has staged thousands of homes

worldwide. 

They have the lowest prices on the

market for high-quality virtual staging

services. Their new subscription model allows real estate agents to purchase these services for

prices as low as $18 per month. With competitive prices and consistent delivery of superior

staging services, VSH Media continues to be the leader of virtual staging and real estate digital

solutions for real estate agents.

For more information about VSH Media, go to www.vshmedia.com.
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